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Intuitionism

• The 3rd mathematical crisis (around 1900)

• Intuitionism
• Brouwer’s (1907) doctoral thesis

On the Foundations of Mathematics
• A slogan:

truths means provability
• A quote (from Troelstra, van Dalen: Constructivism in

Mathematics (1988), originally in pure text):

A statement is



true if we have a proof of it, and

false

if we can show that
the assumption that
there is a proof for the statement
leads to a contradiction



BHK-semantics

• Named after Brouwer, Heyting, and Kolmogorov

• Contributed independently by Heyting (1932,1934) and
Kolmogorov (1933) in different terminologies

• Explains how truth of a compound formula is ‘supported’ by
that of its maximal proper sub-formulas

• Stipulations (read ¬α as an abbreviation of α→⊥):

A proof of is
⊥ impossible

α ∧ β a proof of α and a proof of β
α ∨ β either a proof of α or a proof of β

α→β
a construction which returns a proof of β

once a proof of α is given

• Yet far from a precise definite semantics
possible different readings of ‘proof’ and ‘construction’



Gödel’s approach

• In Gödel’s (1933) short note
• (agreeing with Kolmogorov)

Interpreting intuitionistic truth as classical provability
• (agreeing with Orlov and von Neumann)

Introducing an operator for provability

• A sound embedding
from intuitionistic propositional logic IPC
to a logic which is essentially Lewis’ modal logic S4

roughly by prefixing each sub-formula with a �

• Gödel’s modal embedding:

⊥◦ := �⊥
p◦ := �p

(α⊕ β)◦ := �(α◦ ⊕ β◦) (for each ⊕ ∈ {∧,∨,→})



Gödel’s approach

• The modal logic S4:

(Prop) classical tautologies in Lprop,�

(K ) �(α→β)→(�α→�β)
(4) �α→��α
(T ) �α→α

(MP)

Γ ` α→β ∆ ` α
Γ ∪∆ ` β

(Nec)

` α
` �α

• Shown to be also faithful by McKinsey & Tarski (1948)

for every α ∈ Lprop: `IPC α iff `S4 α◦

• The problem of provability semantics for IPC
reduced to that of S4



A dilemma

• A natural interpretation of �:

(�φ)∗ := ∃x .Proof (x , pφ∗q)

• Provable in the logic S4:

�⊥→⊥ i.e. ¬�⊥

• Soundness doomed to fail:
by the 2nd incompleteness theorem,
(¬�⊥)∗ cannot be provable

• Save the interpretation of � xor save the logic S4?



Saving the interpretation

• The desired interpretation of �:

(�φ)∗ := ∃x .Proof (x , pφ∗q)

• Shown by Löb (1955):
• all modal axioms and rules in S4 except (T ) are valid (cf. K4)
• also valid is the rule

` �α→α

` α

• Shown by Macintyre & Simmons (1973),
this rule can be formalized in arithmetic,
i.e., axiom (L) �(�α→α)→�α is valid



Saving the interpretation

• Finally shown by Solovay (1976), the modal logic GL
(i.e., K4 (actually, even K) extended by axiom (L) )

is sound and complete w.r.t. its arithmetical semantics

• For every α ∈ Lprop,�:

`GL α iff for all interpretation(·)∗,`PA α∗

• An interpretation (·)∗ is determined by parameters
• a mapping ν of propositional atoms to arithmetical sentences
• a usual proof predicate Proof (·, ·)

and is defined by

p∗ := ν(p)
⊥∗ := ⊥

(α⊕ β)∗ := (α∗ ⊕ β∗) (for ⊕ ∈ {∧,∨,→})
(�φ)∗ := ∃x .Proof (x , pφ∗q)



Some developments on this direction

• (Fix-point theorem) de Jongh & Sambin (1976):
if all p-occurrences in φ are in scopes of �-occurrences,
then we can construct θ (unique w.r.t. GL)

with only propositional atoms from φ except p s.t.

`GL θ↔φpθ

• The fixed-point of ¬�p is ¬�⊥
• Artemov (1985):

first-order provability logic is not recursively axiomatizable

• Artemov, Japaridze, Beklemishev (1984-1989):
all modal logics of ‘U-establishable T -provability’ are
extensions of GL with some natural modal principles
and their selected intersections

• Since 2012, the “Wormshop”
Workshop on Proof Theory, Modal Logic, & Reflection Principles



Saving the logic S4

• (recall) By Gödel, McKinsey–Tarski,
the problem of provability semantics for IPC
has been reduced to that of S4

• Grz is not an alternative:
• Gödel’s (·)◦ also sound-and-faithfully embed IPC into modal

logic Grz, which then embeds to GL by sending �α to α ∧�α
• � in Grz is contaminated by truth

• Kreisel (1962) is not an alternative:
• Directly interpret IPC in his theory of constructions
• Shown to be inconsistent and then repaired by Goodman

(1970), yet in the repaired version, a proof of α→β no longer
applies to an arbitrary proof of α

• Finally solved by Artemov (1995)



Non-constructive nature of implicit provability

• The problematic modal principle ¬�⊥ is an instance of axiom

(T ) �α→α

which amounts to

(replection principle) ∃x .Proof (x , pφq)→φ

where ‘∃’ is non-constructive in nature,
and can be instantiated by a non-standard number



Moving to explicit provability

• Moving from implicit provability

Σ1 : ∃x .Proof (x , pφq)

to explicit provability

∆0 : Proof (n, pφq) (where n ∈ N)

• Proof (n, pφq)→φ is always provable:
• If Proof (n, pφq) is true, then φ is provable,

hence so is Proof (n, pφq)→φ
• If Proof (n, pφq) is false,

then Proof (n, pφq)→⊥ is true ∆0 and hence provable,
which implies the provability of Proof (n, pφq)→φ

• In an abstract language
t :φ

also in Gödel’s 1938 lecture notes (unpublished until 1995)



Artemov’s logic of proofs LP

• Terms (proof polynomials) t ::= c|v |t×t|t +t|!t
and formulas φ ::= ⊥|p|φ→φ|t :φ

• Semantics
c natural numbers proofs of LP-axioms
v natural numbers proofs of premises
× a binary function proof application
+ a binary function proof weakening
! a unary function proof checker
: a predicate explicit provability

• A model is determined by
• arithmetical sentences given to propositional atoms
• natural numbers given to constants and variables
• three computable functions for term operators
• a proof predicate



Artemov’s logic of proofs LP

• Axiomatization:
• Axioms

(Prop) classical tautologies in LLP

(Sum) t1 :φ→ t1+t2 :φ and t2 :φ→ t1+t2 :φ
(App) t1 : (φ→ψ)→(t2 :φ→ t1×t2 :ψ)

(Check) t :φ→!t : t :φ
(Refl) t :φ→φ

• Rules

(MP)

Γ ` φ→ψ ∆ ` φ
Γ ∪∆ ` ψ

(AN)
c constant and α axiom` c :α



Artemov’s logic of proofs LP

• Fragment LP(CS) is LP with (AN) restricted to
an arbitrary set CS of ‘c :α’-like formulas

(called constant specification)

• (Relativized) completeness:
for every constant specification CS and every φ ∈ LLP:

`LP(CS) φ

iff
`PA φ∗ for any (·)∗ s.t. `PA CS∗

• CS = ∅ as a special case



Logic S4 saved

• The overview

IPC Gödel’s embedding−−−−−−−→ S4 Artemov’s realization−−−−−−−−→ LP Artemov’s completeness−−−−−−−−−→ PA

• Realizer: a map from Lprop,� to LLP

that replaces all �-occurrences by terms
(making provability explicit)

• Artemov’s realization: for every φ ∈ Lprop,�:

`S4 φ

iff
`LP φr for some realizer (·)r



Some developments on this direction

• Mkrtychev (1997):
symbolic model and decidability

• Artemov & Sidon (1999):
first-order logic of proofs is not r.e.

• Brezhnev (2000):
explicit versions of modal logics K,T,K4

• Sidon (2001), Nogina (2004):
logics of implicit and explicit provability

• Fitting (2005):
symbolic–Kripke model,

motivated the development of justification logic,
which is extensively studied as a philosophical logic

• Fitting (2003,2009,...):
methods of realization

• Shamkanov (2016), Fitting:
explicit versions of GL



Personal researches and interests

• Self-referentiality in BHK semantics
(is (AN) of the sort c :A(c) necessary in formalizing BHK?)

X 2010, 2014b:
A condition defined on modal sequent calculi sufficient to
non-self-referential realizability

X 2013, 2014a:
Self-referentiality is necessary in formalizing of BHK,
even the {→}-fragment: ((((p→q)→p)→p)→q)→q

(necessity on the modal layer by Kuznets (2006))
X 2017:

On the modal layer, non-self-referentiality can be neither
normal nor conservative

? Open problems:

• Is self-referentiality decidable?
• Are Self-referentiality and direct self-referentiality really

different?
• Does Ruitenburg’s interpretation of → yields a

non-self-referential BHK-style semantics of Visser’s BPL?



Personal researches and interests

• Sequent calculi of related logics

X joint work with Y.Q. Zhu:
A sufficient condition for equipotence between diagonal and
circular extensions of a sequent calculus,
generalizing Shamkanov’s result (2014) to more logics
including BPL

? Open problems:

• How to generalize that condition to cover more
non-well-founded calculi?

• Is it possible to find a sequent calculus for LP with genuine
sub-formula property?



• Thanks !


